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Newspapers

Fill in the missing words. Check that each sentence makes sense.

reading special entertainment editorial advertisements

announcement newspaper sporting journalists online

There is some interesting vocabulary associated with newspapers. The format of newspapers has 

changed quite a lot in recent years. Many people no longer buy a  

                                                        (1) , preferring to read a digital version on a device. News is easily 

available free or through an                                                         (2) subscription and can be read on 

most hand held devices as well as on any computer.

Whether you are                                                         (3) a newspaper or news online there are many 

different types of news available.                                                         (4) write news articles,  

sometimes as a result of information gathered by a reporter or an overseas correspondent.  

There is usually an editor who will check the reports and write a column called an  

                                                        (5). This column provides a particular viewpoint on a news story. 

A feature column may report on a                                                         (6) event or news story that is 

current. 

Popular sections of a newspaper are the entertainment and sport sections. The  

                                                        (7) section reports on shows, music, new books and movies while 

the sports section covers news of many different                                                          (8) events and 

news related to sporting people. There will be a TV guide in most newspapers  

and a classified section that carries personal messages and                                                         (9) .  

This section also includes funeral notices and obituaries. An obituary is an  

                                                        (10) about someone who has died recently.

People of all ages like to keep up with the news, whether 

it is local, national or international. Some will take a special 

interest in politics, weather events, business or world events. 

Whatever your interests it is good to know what is happening 

locally, nationally and internationally.

1
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Select the correct word or words to complete the sentence.

11. The                                                            notice announced the death of my uncle and the date of his 
burial. [death/obituary]

12. After                                                                   the crash survivor, the journalist wrote an article for the 
paper. [reporting/interviewing]

13. It is interesting reading about the new movies in the entertainment section and what  
the                                                                      say. 
[critics/correspondents]

14. He buys his paper every day on the way to work at the                                                                 . 
[pharmacy/news stand]

15. More and more people are reading the news                                                           . 
[online/digital]

16. The different newspaper owners are always trying to get their papers to more people to  
improve                                                                 . 
[columns/circulation]

17. Sometimes I will pick up a newspaper to read when a                                                            catches my 
attention. 
[news stand/headline]

18. When a story for a paper is paid for it is called                                                                                            . 
[chequebook journalism/editing]

19. The                                                            reporting in the war zone was in danger. 
[correspondent/newspaper].

20. She had been a                                                            at the same paper for many years and was famous 
for her political cartoons. 
[journalist/cartoonist]

21. Read the sentences again and write down 3 people that work for a newspaper. 
                                                                                                                                                                                

22. Read the sentences again and write down 3 sections you would find in a print or online 
newspaper. 
                                                                                                                                                                                

  A newspaper published in a country town is referred to as what?Cha
llenge

Cha
llengeSAMPLE
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Air Travel
Air travel is popular now and quicker and 
cheaper than it was only a few decades ago. Aside 
from areoplanes this category of transport includes 
helicopters, hot air balloons, gliders, hang gliding and 
even parachuting.

The vocabulary on these pages is related to airplane travel 
so if you are a traveller this will be easy for you. There are 
two main categories of air travel, being domestic and international. 
Domestic travel includes flights within one country. Flying to other 
countries is international travel.

There are different areas of service on a plane. The biggest section is 
economy with a small section in the front called premium economy. At 
the front of the plane is business and first class. As you move forward 
in the plane each section costs more and the passengers in the more 
expensive seats have more space and other benefits.

Passengers depart from an airport and will disembark at the airport of 
their destination. Before flying all passengers must check in either online 
or at the airport. Passengers receive a boarding pass, check in their 
luggage and enter into another part of the airport via security. If travelling 
internationally the passenger will need a passport. Citizens must apply to 
the government for a passport when they are planning to travel overseas. 
The passport authenticates the owner’s identity and citizenship. 

Domestic flights are generally much shorter than international flights. 
Some people get very tired travelling long distances and this might be 
related to the aircraft cabin pressure and the fact that air in a plane can 
be dry. If travelling to a different time zone, people often experience jet 
lag. Jet lag is related to your body’s normal biological rhythms being 
disrupted. Some people believe jet lag can be avoided by having a 
stopover half way to their destination. This makes the trip longer but 
gives the traveller an opportunity to visit a city en route to the final 
destination.

Highlight any words that you have just read that are unfamiliar to you. Write the words in 
your personal word list. To help you learn the words, chat to someone about the words  
or look them up in a dictionary and try writing a sentence using each of the words.

2
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Find words in the article that match the meanings below.

Meaning Word

1. A period of ten years

2. Flights from one point to another within a country

3. Costing less

4. To board an aircraft

5. The place travelled to

6. An official document issued by the government 
authenticating identity

7. Establish as genuine

8. A disruption of the body’s biological rhythms

9. To interrupt

10. A way taken to get from a starting point to a 
destination

Select the best word to complete the sentence.

terminal journey cockpit transit aisle

agent customs duty free departures runway

11.  The travel                                                          booked all our flights and accommodation for our trip.

12. The captain flew the plane from the                                                                  .

13. The taxi dropped the passengers at the                                                                  .

14.  We checked the                                                                  on the board to see if our plane was on time.

15.  I hope to sleep on the plane as my                                                                  from Australia to Europe will 
be very long. 

16.  After we went through security we had a look in the                                                                  shops.

17.  As we were in                                                                  between flights we could not leave the airport.

18.  After disembarking we collected our luggage and went through                                                                  
where our bags were checked.

19.  The plane sat on the                                                               for about thirty minutes before taking off. 

20.  The                                                                  on the plane is very narrow but the food trolley is designed 
to fit perfectly.

  A carousel is a name for a merry-go-round. How is the word carousel related to the 
airport? mid 17th century:  from French carrousel, from Italian carosello

Cha
llenge

Cha
llengeSAMPLE
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Answers
1. Newspapers
1. newspaper(1)
2. online(2),
3. reading (3),
4. Journalists (4),
5. editorial (5),
6. special (6)
7. entertainment (7),
8. sporting (8),
9. advertisements (9),
10. announcement (10)
11. death
12. interviewing
13. critics 
14. news stand
15. online
16. circulation
17. headline 
18. chequebook journalism
19. correspondent 
20. cartoonist 
21. journalist, correspondent, cartoonist
22. cartoon, editorial, obituary, sports, entertainment

Challenge: Regional newspaper

2. Air Travel

Meaning Word

1. A period of ten years decade

2. Flights within a country domestic

3. Costing less economy

4. To board an aircraft embark

5. The place travelled to destination

6.  An official document issued by the 
government authenticating identity

passport

7. Establish as genuine authenticate

8.  A disruption of the body’s biological 
rhythms

jet lag

9. To temporarily destroy disrupt

10. A special itinerary route

11. agent
12. cockpit
13. terminal
14. departures
15. journey
16. duty free
17. transit
18. customs
19. runway
20. aisle

Challenge: A carousel is the name used for the conveyor belt at the 
airport where bags are placed for collection by passengers.

3. Schools and Tests
1. Multiple answers e.g. Academy of Chess

Word Meaning

2. baccalaureate A degree conferred by some universities 
and colleges

3. seminary A school for training religious leaders

4. academy A place of study

5. pedant A precisionist in teaching

6. colloquium A special meeting where academics 
deliver speeches on a topic

7. thesis A long piece of writing on a particular 
subject mostly done to earn a university 
degree

8. academic A person who is a teaches at a university 
or college

9. university An place of learning of the highest level

10. graduate A person who holds a degree or diploma 
from a university or college

11. examine
12. distinction
13. ranked
14. cram
15. cheat 
16. quiz
17. study
18. assignment
19. memorise
20. grades
21. Word Find:

A C A D E M I C

C E

G R A D E M T P

D C O L L E G E

E R S N

M I T C

Y S T U D Y I

C R A M E L

E R A S E R

Challenge: The name of the leader of a university is a Chancellor.

4. Family Tree
1. ancestry
2. family tree
3. convicts
4. history
5. descendents
6. archivesSAMPLE
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